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CONFIGURING CONTROL DEVICES OPERABLE FOR A LOAD CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

62/312,416, filed March 23, 2016.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A user environment, such as a residence or an office building, may include a load

control system that may be installed therein for controlling electrical loads. The load control system

may include various types of load control devices (e.g., motorized window treatments or lighting

control devices) for controlling the electrical loads. The load control devices may be characterized

by various types of features including sizes, mounting techniques, colors, load ratings, etc. For

example, a motorized window treatment may be configured in various sizes, mounting techniques,

colors, etc.

[0003] A proposed load control device may be configured/designed by identifying one of a

number of options for each feature of the load control device, for example, before the load control

device is purchased and installed. In other words, in many cases a user may be able to design a

customized device. Some combinations of the features may be compatible with actual product

configurations, while others may not. Current software may allow for a user to select from a list of

configuration options available for each feature of a load control device and submit the selected

features in a proposal to determine whether the selected options are available for configuration of the

load control device. For example, a user may select a size of a motorized window treatment, fabric

type, motor size, width for each panel, mounting type, top treatment, light block, flap, hanger,

operator, power, chain drop, chain type, operator side, brackets, hembar, fabric drop, fabric face,



railroading, custom seams, seam location, battens, split top treatment, sill angle, side channel, lineal

color, fascia end cap color, mounting spacer, custom light gaps, light gap between panels, width

type, operator color, tube size, and coupler type.

[0004] Due to the large number of features to be defined for configuring a load control

device and the large number of options available for each feature, the memory and processing

requirements used for evaluating the valid and invalid combinations for each of these options after

the proposal is submitted to determine whether the selected options meet an actual product

configuration are inefficient. Additionally, the options selected for the proposed load control device

may be incompatible or aesthetically unappealing. For example, the user may select options for the

motor size of a window treatment that do not support the size of the window treatment or the weight

of the fabric of the window treatment. As the software is evaluating selected options for the features

of a proposed load control device as a whole, the display configuration of current software may be

inefficient, as the user may have to wait until after options have been selected for each feature before

the user is notified that any of the selected features are invalid features for a valid load control

device.

[0005] Further, due to the validity of the load control device being evaluated after the

selection of each of the features, the user may be relatively uninformed regarding the cost of the

individual features being selected. Instead, the user may be provided with the cost of the

configuration of the control device based on totality of the selected options, though the user may be

relatively uninformed as to the cost of each feature. Hence, a user may spend large amounts of time

selecting all options to configure a load control device only to then determine that the price of the

device exceeds a desired maximum price the user may wish to spend.

SUMMARY

[0006] A control device configuration system is described herein for configuring control

devices to be installed in a load control environment. A control device configuration system may

comprise an order management device and/or network devices that communicate with the order

management device through a network. The order management device and/or the network devices



may receive, store, process, and/or display control device configuration information. The control

device configuration information may be associated with actual product configurations.

[0007] A network device may perform various tasks. The network device may store control

device configuration information. The network device may receive filtering criterion to filter the

control device configuration information. The network device may receive a selection of a

configuration option for a configuration parameter and may use the selected configuration option for

the configuration parameter as a filter criteria to filter the control device configuration information.

The network device may determine whether the filtering criteria is compatible with previously

selected filtering criterion. The network device may remove an incompatible filtering criteria. The

network device may adjust the previously selected filtering criterion to resolve the incompatibility.

The order management device may perform some or all of the tasks that are carried out by the

network device.

[0008] For example, a network device may receive a user selection of a configuration

parameter. The network device may send the user selection of the configuration parameter to the

order management device. The order management device may retrieve configuration options

associated with the selected configuration parameter. The order management device may determine

which ones of the configuration options are compatible with previously selected configuration

options for other configuration parameters and which ones are incompatible. The order management

device may communicate the determination back to the network device such that the network device

may display the compatible configuration options for the selected configuration parameter along

with the incompatible configuration options. The network device may dynamically update the

display of the compatible and incompatible configuration options for the selected configuration

parameter as the user selects a configuration option for another configuration parameter. The

network device may indicate the division of the compatible and incompatible configuration options

with a banner or a line. The banner or line may move within the display of the compatible and

incompatible configuration options. The compatible and incompatible configuration options may be

displayed in a pull-down window. The network device may dynamically update a price range for the

selection of control device configurations.



[0009] If the network device receives a user selection of an incompatible configuration

option, the network device may send the user selection back to the order management device. The

order management device, upon receiving the user selection of the incompatible configuration

option, may identify one or more previously selected configuration options for other configuration

parameters to resolve incompatibility. The network device may replace the one or more previously

selected configuration options for other configuration parameters with default options. The network

device may generate an alert when the user selects the incompatible configuration option for the

selected configuration parameter. The alert may be an error message. The error message may

identify the other configuration parameters defined with the previously selected incompatible

configuration options and/or recommend changes to resolve incompatibility. The error message may

include an option to close the error message and continue with the user's selection of the

incompatible configuration option.

[0010] Configuration models may be implemented to increase the efficiency of searching

through the control device configuration information to identify compatible and incompatible

configurations options in the control device configuration information from the filtering criterion.

Each type of control device may have a corresponding configuration model that may be

implemented to increase processing efficiency. A configuration model may comprise a set of

control device configuration parameters for a given type of control device (e.g., shade, lighting

device, etc.). Each configuration model may have a configuration parameter definition for each

configuration parameter that includes a name/identifier of the control device configuration

parameter, a set of available configuration options for the configuration parameter (e.g., a range of

values, a list of options, a list of ranges, etc.), one or more group identifier(s), a selected option (from

the set of options) selected by a user for the configuration parameter, and/or valid configuration

options.

[0011] To enable faster processing and display of results in response to user selections, each

configuration parameter may be assigned to one or more configuration parameter groups identified

by the group identifiers. A configuration parameter group may be a set of two or more configuration

parameters that may impact each other in response to selection of corresponding configuration



options. After a user selection of a configuration option for a given parameter, the valid

configuration options may be analyzed and/or updated for each parameter in the same group.

[0012] While various examples are provided herein for providing control device

configurations, the examples are not meant to be limiting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig. 1 depicts a block diagram of an example load control system.

[0014] Fig. 2 depicts an example of a control device configuration system.

[0015] Figs. 3A-3E depict an example user interface for being displayed on a network

device.

[0016] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating an example method of operating a control device

configuration system.

[0017] Fig. 5 is another flow diagram illustrating an example method of operating a control

device configuration system.

[0018] Fig. 6 illustrates example parameter definitions of configuration parameters for a

roller shade that may be updated according to a configuration model.

[0019] Fig. 7 is a system diagram of an example system for configuring control devices in

response to user selection of configuration options.

[0020] Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing device.

[0021] Fig. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an example system controller device.

[0022] Fig. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example control-target device.

[0023] Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating an example control-source device.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] The foregoing summary, as well as the following detailed description, may be better

understood when read in conjunction with the appended drawings. The drawings are shown for

purposes of illustration and are non-limiting.

[0025] Fig. 1 is a diagram of an example load control system 100 for controlling the amount

of power delivered from an alternating-current (AC) power source (not shown) to one or more

electrical loads. The load control system 100 may comprise a system controller 110 operable to

transmit and/or receive digital messages via a wired and/or a wireless communication link. For

example, the system controller 110 may be coupled to one or more wired control devices via a wired

digital communication link 104. The system controller 110 may be configured to transmit and/or

receive wireless signals, e.g., radio-frequency (RF) signals 106, to communicate with one or more

wireless control devices.

[0026] The load control system 100 may comprise a number of control devices. The control

devices may include control -source devices and/or control-target devices for controlling an electrical

load. The control-source devices may be input devices operable to transmit digital messages

configured to control an electrical load via a control -target device. For example, control-source

devices may transmit the digital messages in response to a triggering condition, such as user input,

occupancy/vacancy conditions, changes in measured light intensity, etc. The control-target devices

may be load control devices operable to receive digital messages and control respective electrical

loads in response to the received digital messages. A single control device of the load control

system 100 may operate as both a control-source and a control -target device. The system controller

110 may be configured to receive digital messages from the control-source devices and transmit

digital messages to the control-target devices in response to the digital messages received from the

control-source devices.

[0027] The load control system 100 may comprise a load control device, such as a dimmer

switch 120, for controlling a lighting load 122. The dimmer switch 120 may be adapted to be

wall-mounted in a standard electrical wallbox. The dimmer switch 120 may comprise a tabletop or



plug-in load control device. The dimmer switch 120 may comprise a toggle actuator 124 (e.g., a

button) and/or an intensity adjustment actuator 126 (e.g., a rocker switch). Successive actuations of

the toggle actuator 124 may toggle, e.g., turn off and on, the lighting load 122. Actuations of an

upper portion or a lower portion of the intensity adjustment actuator 126 may respectively increase

or decrease the amount of power delivered to the lighting load 122 and increase or decrease the

intensity of the lighting load from a minimum intensity (e.g., approximately 1%) to a maximum

intensity (e.g., approximately 100%). The dimmer switch 120 may further comprise a plurality of

visual indicators 128, e.g., light-emitting diodes (LEDs), which may be arranged in a linear array

and/or may be illuminated to provide feedback of the intensity of the lighting load 122. Examples of

wall-mounted dimmer switches are described in greater detail in U.S. Patent No. 5,248,919, issued

September 28, 1993, entitled LIGHTING CONTROL DEVICE, and U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2014/0132475, published May 15, 2014, entitled WIRELESS LOAD CONTROL

DEVICE, the entire disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0028] The dimmer switch 120 may be configured to receive digital messages from the

system controller 110 via the RF signals 106 and to control the lighting load 122 in response to the

received digital messages. Examples of dimmer switches operable to transmit and receive digital

messages is described in greater detail in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2009/0206983,

published August 20, 2009, entitled COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR A RADIO-FREQUENCY

LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM, the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

The dimmer switch 120 may also, or alternatively, be coupled to the wired digital communication

link 104.

[0029] The load control system 100 may comprise one or more remotely-located load control

devices, such as light-emitting diode (LED) drivers 130 for driving respective LED light sources 132

(e.g., LED light engines). The LED drivers 130 may be located remotely, for example, in the

lighting fixtures of the respective LED light sources 132. The LED drivers 130 may be configured

to receive digital messages from the system controller 110 via the digital communication link 104

and to control the respective LED light sources 132 in response to the received digital messages.

The LED drivers 130 may be coupled to a separate digital communication link, such as an



Ecosystem® or digital addressable lighting interface (DALI) communication link, and the load

control system 100 may include a digital lighting controller coupled between the digital

communication link 104 and the separate communication link. The LED drivers 132 may include

internal RF communication circuits or be coupled to external RF communication circuits (e.g.,

mounted external to the lighting fixtures, such as to a ceiling) for transmitting and/or receiving the

RF signals 106. The load control system 100 may comprise other types of remotely-located load

control devices, such as, for example, electronic dimming ballasts for driving fluorescent lamps.

[0030] The load control system 100 may further comprise a plurality of daylight control

devices to control the amount of daylight entering the building in which the load control system may

be installed. The daylight control devices may be motorized window treatments 140, such as

motorized roller shades. Each motorized window treatment 140 may comprise a covering material

(e.g., a shade fabric). The covering material may be wound around a roller tube for raising and/or

lowering the shade fabric. Each motorized window treatment 140 may comprise an electronic drive

unit (EDU) 142. If the motorized window treatment is a motorized roller shade, the electronic drive

unit 142 may be located inside the roller tube of the motorized roller shade. The electronic drive

units 142 may be coupled to the digital communication link 104 for transmitting and/or receiving

digital messages. The electronic drive units 142 may include a control circuit that may be

configured to adjust the position of a window treatment fabric in response to digital messages

received from the system controller 110 via the digital communication link 104. Each of the

electronic drive units 142 may include memory for storing association information for associations

with other devices and/or instructions for controlling the motorized window treatments 140. Each

electronic drive unit 142 may also, or alternatively, comprise an internal RF communication circuit

or be coupled to an external RF communication circuit (e.g., located outside of the roller tube for

motorized roller shades) for transmitting and/or receiving the RF signals 106. While the motorized

window treatments 140 are illustrated in Fig. 1 as a motorized roller shade, one or more of the

motorized window treatments 140 may comprise other types of daylight control devices, such as a

cellular shade, a drapery, a Roman shade, a Venetian blind, a Persian blind, a pleated blind, a

tensioned roller shade systems, an electrochromic or smart window, and/or other suitable daylight

control device.



[0031] The load control system 100 may comprise one or more other types of load control

devices, such as a screw-in luminaire including a dimmer circuit and an incandescent or halogen

lamp; a screw-in luminaire including a ballast and a compact fluorescent lamp; a screw-in luminaire

including an LED driver and an LED light source; an electronic switch, a controllable circuit

breaker, or other switching device for turning an appliance on and off; a plug-in load control device,

controllable electrical receptacle, or controllable power strip for controlling one or more plug-in

loads; a motor control unit for controlling a motor load, such as a ceiling fan or an exhaust fan; a

drive unit for controlling a motorized window treatment or a projection screen; motorized interior or

exterior shutters; a thermostat for a heating and/or cooling system; a temperature control device for

controlling a setpoint temperature of a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system; an

air conditioner; a compressor; an electric baseboard heater controller; a controllable damper; a

variable air volume controller; a fresh air intake controller; a ventilation controller; hydraulic valves

for use radiators and radiant heating system; a humidity control unit; a humidifier; a dehumidifier; a

water heater; a boiler controller; a pool pump; a refrigerator; a freezer; a television or computer

monitor; a video camera; an audio system or amplifier; an elevator; a power supply; a generator; an

electric charger, such as an electric vehicle charger; and/or an alternative energy controller.

[0032] The load control system 100 may comprise one or more control-source devices, such

as a wired keypad device 150, a battery-powered remote control device 152, an occupancy sensor

154, a daylight sensor 156, and/or a radio window sensor 158. The wired keypad device 150 may be

configured to transmit digital messages to the system controller 110 via the digital communication

link 104 in response to an actuation of one or more buttons of the wired keypad device 150. The

battery-powered remote control device 152, the occupancy sensor 154, the daylight sensor 156,

and/or the radio window sensor 158 may be wireless control devices (e.g., R transmitters)

configured to transmit digital messages to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106. For

example, the battery-powered remote control device 152 may be configured to transmit digital

messages to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106 in response to an actuation of one or

more buttons of the battery-powered remote control device 152. The occupancy sensor 154 may be

configured to transmit digital messages to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106 in

response to detection of occupancy and/or vacancy conditions in the space in which the load control



system 100 is installed. The daylight sensor 156 may be configured to transmit digital messages to

the system controller 110 via the R signals 106 in response to detection of different amounts of

natural daylight intensity. The radio window sensor 158 may be configured to transmit digital

messages to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106 in response to detection of an exterior

daylight intensity coming from outside the space in which the load control system 100 is installed.

[0033] The system controller 110 may be configured to transmit one or more digital

messages to the load control devices (e.g., the dimmer switch 120, the LED drivers 130, and/or

motorized window treatments 140) in response to the received digital messages, e.g., from the wired

keypad device 150, the battery-powered remote control device 152, the occupancy sensor 154, the

daylight sensor 156, and/or the radio window sensor 158. While the system controller 110 may

receive digital messages from the control -source devices and/or transmit digital messages to the load

control devices for controlling an electrical load, the control -source devices may communicate

directly with the load control devices for controlling the electrical load.

[0034] The load control system 100 may comprise a wireless adapter device 160 that may be

coupled to the digital communication link 104. The wireless adapter device 160 may be configured

to receive the RF signals 106. The wireless adapter device 160 may be configured to transmit a

digital message to the system controller 110 via the digital communication link 104 in response to a

digital message received from one of the wireless control devices via the RF signals 106. For

example, the wireless adapter device 160 may re-transmit the digital messages received from the

wireless control devices on the digital communication link 104.

[0035] The occupancy sensor 154 may be configured to detect occupancy and/or vacancy

conditions in the space in which the load control system 100 is installed. The occupancy sensor 154

may transmit digital messages to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106 in response to

detecting the occupancy and/or vacancy conditions. The system controller 110 may be configured to

turn one or more of the lighting load 122 and/or the LED light sources 132 on and off in response to

receiving an occupied command and a vacant command, respectively. The occupancy sensor 154

may operate as a vacancy sensor, such that the lighting loads are turned off in response to detecting a

vacancy condition (e.g., not turned on in response to detecting an occupancy condition). Examples



of RF load control systems having occupancy and vacancy sensors are described in greater detail in

commonly-assigned U.S. Patent No. 8,009,042, issued August 30, 201 1, entitled

RADIO-FREQUENCY LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM WITH OCCUPANCY SENSING; U.S.

Patent No. 8,199,010, issued June 12, 2012, entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

CONFIGURING A WIRELESS SENSOR; and U.S. Patent No. 8,228,184, issued July 24, 2012,

entitled BATTERY-POWERED OCCUPANCY SENSOR, the entire disclosures of which are

hereby incorporated by reference.

[0036] The daylight sensor 156 may be configured to measure a total light intensity detected

in the space in which the load control system 100 may be installed. The daylight sensor 156 may

transmit digital messages including the measured light intensity to the system controller 110 via the

RF signals 106. The digital messages may be used to control an electrical load (e.g., the intensity of

lighting load 122, the motorized window treatments 140 for controlling the position of the covering

material, the intensity of the LED light sources 132, etc.) via one or more control load control

devices (e.g., the dimmer switch 120, the electronic drive unit 142, the LED driver 130, etc.).

Examples of RF load control systems having daylight sensors are described in greater detail in

commonly-assigned U.S. Patent No. 8,410,512, issued April 2, 2013, entitled SOLID STATE

LIGHT EMITTING APPARATUS WITH THERMAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES AND

METHODS OF MANUFACTURING; and U.S. Patent No. 8,451,1 16, issued May 28, 2013, entitled

WIRELESS BATTERY-POWERED DAYLIGHT SENSOR, the entire disclosures of which are

hereby incorporated by reference.

[0037] The radio window sensor 158 may be configured to measure an exterior light

intensity coming from outside the space in which the load control system 100 is installed. The radio

window sensor 158 may be mounted on a facade of a building, such as the exterior or interior of a

window, to measure the exterior natural light intensity depending upon the location of the sun in sky.

The radio window sensor 158 may detect when direct sunlight is directly shining into the radio

window sensor 158, is reflected onto the radio window sensor 158, or is blocked by external means,

such as clouds or a building, and may send digital messages indicating the measured light intensity.

The radio window sensor 158 may transmit digital messages including the measured light intensity



to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106. The digital messages may be used to control an

electrical load (e.g., the intensity of lighting load 122, the motorized window treatments 140 for

controlling the position of the covering material, the intensity of the LED light sources 132, etc.) via

one or more control load control devices (e.g., the dimmer switch 120, the electronic drive unit 142,

the LED driver 130, etc.). The radio window sensor 158 may also be referred to as a shadow sensor,

a cloudy-day sensor, a sun sensor, or another sensor that may measure an external light intensity

coming from outside of a space.

[0038] The load control system 100 may comprise other types of control -source devices,

such as temperature sensors; humidity sensors; radiometers; pressure sensors; smoke detectors;

carbon monoxide detectors; air-quality sensors; motion sensors; security sensors; proximity sensors;

fixture sensors; partition sensors; keypads; kinetic or solar-powered remote controls; key fobs; cell

phones; smart phones; tablets; personal digital assistants; personal computers; laptops; timeclocks;

audio-visual controls; safety devices; power monitoring devices (such as power meters, energy

meters, utility submeters, utility rate meters); central control transmitters; residential, commercial, or

industrial controllers; or any combination of these control-source devices. These control -source

devices may transmit digital messages to the system controller 110 via the RF signals 106. The

digital messages may be used to control an electrical load (e.g., the intensity of lighting load 122, the

motorized window treatments 140 for controlling the position of the covering material, the intensity

of the LED light sources 132, etc.) via one or more control load control devices (e.g., the dimmer

switch 120, the electronic drive unit 142, the LED driver 130, etc.).

[0039] The system controller 110 may be operable to be coupled to a network 170, such as a

wireless or wired local area network (LAN) via a network communication bus 162 (e.g., an Ethernet

communication link), e.g., for access to the Internet. The system controller 110 may be connected to

a network switch 164 (e.g., a router or Ethernet switch) via the network communication bus 162 for

allowing the system controller 110 to communicate with other system controllers. The system

controller may be configured to communicate via the network 170 with a remote computing device

168 for controlling other electrical loads. The remote computing device 168 may be a network

server or other computing device capable of storing instructions or other information for controlling



one or more electrical loads in the load control system 100. The system controller 110 may be

wirelessly connected to the network 170, e.g., using Wi-Fi technology. The system controller 110

may also be configured to communicate via the network 170 with one or more network devices, such

as the network device 166.

[0040] The network device 166 may be a smart phone (e.g., an iPhone® smart phone, an

Android® smart phone, a Windows® smart phone, or a Blackberry® smart phone), a personal

computer, a laptop, a tablet device, (e.g., an iPad® hand-held computing device), a Wi-Fi or

wireless-communication-capable television, and/or any other suitable wireless or wired

communication device (e.g., an Internet-Protocol-enabled device). The network device 166 may be

operable to transmit digital messages to and/or receive digital messages from the system controller

110 and/or the remote computing device 168 in one or more Internet Protocol packets. The network

device 166 may communicate via the network communication bus 162 and/or another wired or

wireless form of communication (e.g., RF communication signals 106). The network device 166

may be operable to transmit digital messages directly to and/or receive digital messages directly

from the load control devices and/or the input devices. Examples of load control systems operable

to communicate with network devices on a network are described in greater detail in commonly-

assigned U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2013/0030589, published January 31, 2013,

entitled LOAD CONTROL DEVICE HAVING INTERNET CONNECTIVITY, the entire disclosure

of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0041] The system controller 110 may be configured to automatically control the load

control devices (e.g., the dimmer switch 120, the LED drivers 130, and/or the motorized window

treatments 140). For example, the system controller 110 may control the load control devices

according to a timeclock schedule, which may be stored in a memory in the system controller 110,

and/or based on the sensed daylight intensity that may indicate the amount of daylight in one or

more spaces in which the load control system 100 is installed.

[0042] Fig. 2 is a simplified diagram of a control device configuration system 200. The

control device configuration system 200 may be used to configure/design control devices for

purchase, including control-source devices and/or control -target devices. For example, the control-



source devices may transmit digital messages to the control-target devices, which may control

electrical loads in response to the received digital messages.

[0043] The control device configuration system 200 may include an order management

device 202 and one or more network devices 204a to 204n. The order management device 202 may

be a server, a computer, a work station, or other computing device. The network devices 204a to

204n may include a personal computer, a laptop, a tablet, a smart phone, and/or other suitable

network communication device (e.g., an Internet-Protocol-enabled device). The order management

device 202 and the network devices 204a to 204n may communicate through a network 270.

[0044] The order management device 202 and the network devices 204a to 204n may be

configured to be wirelessly connected to the network 270, e.g., using Wi-Fi technology to transmit

and/or receive R signals. The network devices 204a to 204n may send and/or receive information

from the order management device 202 for processing. The order management device 202 may also,

or alternatively, include a web server that enables the network devices 204a to 204n to display

information generated at the order management device 202 via an application (e.g., web browser or

other local application) for receiving user selections and displaying information via the network

devices 204a to 204n. In another example, the network devices 204a to 204n may independently

generate user interfaces to display information to a user and receive the user selections for

processing.

[0045] The order management device 202 may receive and process control device

configuration information from the network devices 204a to 204n. The control device configuration

information may identify a configuration of control devices being requested in an order for

manufacturing or otherwise designing the control device. The control device configuration

information may include configuration information for control-source devices and/or control-target

devices. The control device configuration information may include configuration data, such as

configuration parameters and/or configuration options for valid control devices in the system. The

control device configuration information may include configuration data for commercially available

control devices and/or control devices under development. The commercially available control



devices may include existing control devices and/or control devices that may be created by

customized orders.

[0046] The network devices 204a to 204n may store the control device configuration

information. The network devices 204a to 204n may receive user selections of control device

configuration options for different control device configuration parameters. The network devices

204a to 204n and/or the order management device 202 may compare the control device

configuration options with the control device configuration information to determine whether the

selected control device configuration options are compatible for manufacturing a control device.

When the selected control device configuration options are incompatible for a control device, the

network device 204a to 204n that received the user selections may identify the incompatibility

among the selected control device configuration options. Compatible options may include options

that meet a predefined threshold, while in incompatible options may include options that fail to meet

the predefined threshold. For example, compatible options may be options that are operable with on

another and/or aesthetically pleasing (e.g., same color, pattern, etc.) in combination. Using a

window treatment as an example, incompatible options may result in a window treatment having a

motor that is not strong enough for the weight of the fabric, such that the speed at which the

motorized window treatment operates fails to meet a predefined threshold.

[0047] Though certain functionality may be described herein as being performed by a

network device 204a to 204n or the order management device 202, similar functionality may be

performed on either device or distributed across the devices.

[0048] Figs. 3A-3E depict an example user interface 300 (e.g., a screen, a page, or a

window) for being displayed on a network device 302. The user interface 300 may be displayed by

a control device configuration application being executed at one or more devices, such as an order

management device and/or a network device, having access to control device configuration

information. For example, the user interface 300 may be displayed by a lighting control device

configuration application or a motorized window treatment application, such as a roller shade

configuration application as shown in Figs. 3A-3E. Though Figs. 3A-3E show the display of



information in a single user interface 300, multiple user interfaces may be implemented to display

and/or retrieve similar information.

[0049] The user interface 300 may include (e.g., display) configuration parameters 304. The

configuration parameters 304 may correspond to adjustable parameters for a type of control device,

such as a lighting control device or a motorized window treatment. For example, the configuration

parameters 304 may include size, mounting type, fabric type, top treatment, control type, an operator

type (e.g., type of manual operation or drive type for motorized operation), bracket type, hembar

configuration, fabric drip, railroading options, seam options, single angle options, side channel

options, light gap options, a coupler type, and/or other options for a motorized window treatment.

Though the configuration parameters 304 shown in Figs. 3A-3E correspond to a motorized window

treatment, other configuration parameters may be displayed for other types of control devices.

[0050] The configuration parameters 304 may be defined by selections of corresponding

configuration options. For example, the size parameter 312, the mounting parameter 314, and the

fabric type parameter 316 may be defined by the selections of respective configuration options 306,

308, and 320. The configuration parameters 304 may be parameters of control devices identified in

the control device configuration information. Available configuration options for each configuration

parameter 304 may include the options for configuring the control devices in the control device

configuration information. For example, the available configuration options 306 for the size

parameter 312 may be based on the available sizes of the control devices in the control device

configuration information. As the configuration parameters 304 are defined by corresponding

configuration options, the configuration options may be added to filtering criterion for generating a

filtered result set from the control device configuration information.

[0051] The user may select the configuration option 306 to define the size parameter 312.

The user may select the configuration option 308 to define the mounting parameter 314. The user

may select the configuration option 320 to define the fabric type parameter 316. As shown in

Fig. 3A, the user may select the configuration option 320 from a list (e.g., a pull-down window) of

configuration options 310 to define the fabric type parameter 316.



[0052] The configuration options 310 may include configuration options that are identified

as being compatible with and/or incompatible with the previously selected configuration options

306, 308. For example, the configuration options 310 may include compatible configuration options

318 and/or incompatible configuration options 322. The compatible configuration options 318 for

the fabric type parameter 316 may include fabric types that are compatible with prior user selections

of configuration options for other configuration parameters 304. For example, the user interface 302

may identify compatible configuration options 318 that are compatible with the previously selected

configuration options 306, 308. The incompatible configuration options 322 for the fabric type

parameter 316 may include fabric types that are incompatible with the prior user selections of

configuration options for other configuration parameters 304. For example, the user interface 302

may identify the incompatible configuration options 322 that are incompatible with the previously

selected configuration options 306, 308.

[0053] The display of configuration options 310 may include an indication 324 that

distinguishes the compatible configuration options 318 from the incompatible configuration options

322. The indication 324 may be in various forms such as a dividing line or a message pointing out

the incompatible configuration options 322. The indication 324 may inform the user which part of

the display of the configuration options 310 includes compatible configuration options 318, and

which part of the display of the configuration options 310 includes incompatible configuration

options 322. The indication 324 may move within the display of the configuration options 310, such

as within a drop-down menu. For example, the indication 324 may be shown while configuration

options 310 are displayed and/or while incompatible configuration options 322 are displayed within

the drop-down menu. The user interface 302 may identify a user-selected configuration option 320.

The configuration option 320 may be added to the filtering criterion for generating the filtered result

set from the control device configuration information from which the configuration options may be

displayed.

[0054] As the user defines configuration parameters 304, the user interface 302 may update

price information 326 corresponding to the control devices having the selected configuration options

for the defined configuration parameters 304. As shown, the price information 326 may be a range



that may be determined based on the configuration parameters that a user has defined and based on

compatible options of all remaining parameters yet to be defined that may result in valid control

devices. As a user continues to select additional options for other parameters, the price information

326 may automatically update, such as in real time. In this fashion, a user is able to determine as the

user defines a control device whether the selected options are resulting in a product within a desired

price range. When the user selects order button 328, a filtered result set may be generated in an

order that identifies the control devices in the control device configuration information that include

the configuration options for the defined configuration parameters 304. When the user selects cancel

button 330, the configuration options for the configuration parameters 304 may be reset.

[0055] As shown in Fig. 3B, the user may change the configuration options defined for the

configuration parameters 304. The filtered result set may be dynamically updated based on changes

to the configuration options for the corresponding configuration parameters 304. For example, Fig.

3B shows a change to the configuration option 306 for the size parameter 312. As the configuration

parameters are redefined by corresponding configuration options, the configuration options may be

added to the filtering criterion to update the filtered result set from the control device configuration

information.

[0056] The filtering criterion and the filtered result set may be further updated as additional

configuration parameters are further defined by compatible configuration options. For example,

after the user changes the configuration option 306 for the size parameter 312, the price information

326 may update. In addition, the compatible configuration options and the incompatible

configuration options for the other configuration parameters 304 may be dynamically updated. The

dynamic update of the configuration options 310 may be performed by identifying compatible

configuration options 334 and/or incompatible configuration options 332 for the control devices in a

filtered result set of control devices based on the changed configuration option 306 for the size

parameter 312. The user may continue to select configuration options for the configuration

parameters 304, and the configuration options 310 may continue to be updated based on the user

selections. The configuration options 310 for the fabric parameter 316 may be dynamically updated

to include the compatible configuration options 334 and/or the incompatible configuration options



332. As shown in Fig. 3B, the user may select a configuration option 338 among the compatible

configuration options 334. The configuration option 338 may be added to the filtering criterion to

further update the filtered result set from the control device configuration information. The

configuration options for the other configuration parameters 304 that are available for selection by

the user may be further updated based on the selected configuration option 338 for the fabric

parameter 316. Though the configuration options 310 for the fabric parameter 316 are shown as an

example, the configuration options for other parameters, such as the control type parameter, the

operator type parameter, etc., may be similarly updated.

[0057] Certain configuration parameters may be given priority, such that the configuration

parameters are to be defined by user selection before automatically selecting the configuration

options for other configuration parameters. For example, the size, fabric type, control type, and/or

operator type may be given priority, such that a user may select a configuration option for the

parameter(s) given priority before automatically defining the other configuration parameters. After

defining the configuration parameters having priority, a default configuration option may be

automatically selected for the other configuration parameters based upon price and/or popularity. As

an example, a default configuration option may be automatically selected for the additional

configuration parameters 305 {e.g., identified under "additional options" in Fig. 3D and 3E) after the

configuration parameters with priority have been defined. The automatically selected configuration

option for each configuration parameter may be the option having the lowest price, the most popular

option from previous selections by the user or other users, or a combination of price and popularity.

[0058] The price range 326 updates as the user's selection of configuration options for the

control devices changes. The price range 326 may begin updated after the selection of one or more

configuration options. For example, the price range 326 may be displayed after the size parameter

312 is defined. The control device configuration information may include corresponding price data

for each control device. The control device configuration information may be filtered based on the

selected configuration options for the configuration parameters, and a price range 326 corresponding

to the control devices having the compatible configuration options may be displayed.



[0059] A maximum price may be a configuration parameter that is defined on the user

interface 302 and may be stored as a filtering criteria. The price range 326 may be limited to the

maximum price. The configuration options for control devices that would cause the price range 326

to exceed the maximum price may be filtered out as incompatible configuration options for a given

parameter. The incompatible option may be selected and the user may be notified to change the

maximum price and/or a maximum price may be suggested to allow the selection of the

incompatible option.

[0060] The indication 324 may distinguish the compatible configuration options 334 from

the incompatible configuration options 332. As shown in an example in Fig. 3C, the indication 324

may be displayed in different positions within the configuration options 310 to indicate the

incompatible configuration options 332. The indication 324 may move within the pull-down

window as different selections are made on other parameters and/or as a user may scroll up/down the

pull-down window containing configuration options 310. For example, as the user scrolls down, the

pull-down window may show a list of incompatible configuration options 332. The indication 324

may stay at the top of the pull-down window to indicate that the configuration options 310 being

displayed are incompatible configuration options 332. Though not shown in Fig. 3C, as the user

scrolls up, the pull-down window may show the compatible configuration options 334. The

indication 324 may stay at the bottom of the pull-down window to indicate that each configuration

option seen is a compatible configuration option. In another example, the indication 324 may

disappear when the next configuration option 310 below those being displayed is a compatible

configuration option 334 and/or appear when the next configuration option 310 below those being

displayed is an incompatible configuration option 332 to indicate the next type of configuration

option 310.

[0061] As shown in Fig. 3D, an alert 340 may be displayed when a configuration parameter

304 is defined by a corresponding selected configuration option that is incompatible with prior user

selections of configuration options for other configuration parameters 304 for configuring a control

device. The user interface 300 and/or the control device configuration application generating the

user interface 300 may enter an invalid state. For example, the invalid state may include displaying



the alert message and possibly setting the price range 326 to a null value. In addition, or

alternatively, one or more of the previously selected configuration parameters 304 and/or the price

range 326 may be set to a null value in the invalid state. The price range 326 may not be shown, as

in Fig. 3D. The entry of the invalid state may assist the user in selecting compatible configuration

options for defining a valid control device. As such, the user may intentionally select an

incompatible option to be alerted to options to be changed elsewhere to make the selected option a

valid option.

[0062] The user interface 300 may go back to a valid state, for example when the alert 340 is

closed or when a configuration parameter 304 is defined by a corresponding configuration option

that is compatible with prior user selections of configuration options for other configuration

parameters 304 for configuring a control device. When the alert 340 is closed, the selected

incompatible option may not be accepted as a valid user selection and may be an invalid user

selection.

[0063] The alert 340 may be displayed in various forms. For example, the alert 340 may be

an error message. The alert 340 may indicate that the user selection of the incompatible

configuration option is not available in the control device configuration information. The alert 340

may identify one or more of the previously defined configuration parameters 304 that are

incompatible with the received configuration option. The alert 340 may recommend how to change

the previously defined configuration parameters to make them compatible with the received

configuration option. The alert 340 may provide the user with an option to proceed with the

received incompatible configuration option or may allow the user to close the alert with the system

not accepting the received incompatible configuration option (e.g., leaving it undefined).

[0064] Upon receiving the alert 340, a user may decide to replace the incompatible

configuration option with a configuration option that is compatible with the previously selected

configuration options for other configuration parameters 304. If the user replaces the incompatible

configuration option with a configuration option that is compatible with the previously selected

configuration options for other configuration parameters 304, the compatible configuration option

may be added to the filtering criterion. If the user retains the incompatible configuration option, the



previously selected configuration options may be reevaluated for compatibility with the retained

configuration option. The compatibility of each previously selected configuration option in the

filtering criterion may be evaluated in order to determine whether to maintain the previously selected

configuration option in the filtering criterion. After a reevaluation of the previously selected

configuration options, the previously selected configuration options that are incompatible with the

retained configuration option may be set to a default value, which may be a null value or a default

option that is compatible with the retained configuration option. The filtering criterion may be

rebuilt based on the decision to include the retained configuration option.

[0065] The user may select the configuration option 310 to define the fabric type parameter

316. For example, the user may select the incompatible configuration option 336 as shown in Fig.

3C and Fig. 3D. When the user defines the fabric type parameter 316 by selecting an incompatible

configuration option 336, the user interface 300 may display an alert 340, as shown in Fig. 3D. The

alert 340 may include a warning symbol 342, and/or a message 364 that a motorized window

treatment is inconfigurable for example. The alert 340 may identify reasons 346 and 348 that the

selection of the configuration option 336 is incompatible with previously selected configuration

options for other configuration parameters, such as configuration parameter 366 and configuration

parameter 368, respectively, to fix the incompatibility. The reasons 346 and 348 may identify the

previously defined other configuration parameters 366 and 368, respectively, as incompatible with

the selected configuration option 336. According to one example, the alert 340 may include a close

button as an option that closes the alert but does not retain the received incompatible configuration

option 336. Here, the system may set the parameter to a null value or to a valid option. In this

fashion, a user is at least able to determine what the user may need to change elsewhere for other

parameters if the user desires to select the incompatible configuration option 336.

[0066] According to another example, the alert 340 may include a close button 344 as an

option to retain the received, incompatible configuration option 336. If the user closes the alert 340,

the configuration parameters 366 and/or 368 may be redefined to a default value. If the user retains

the incompatible configuration option 336, the filtering criterion may be adjusted to include the

configuration option 336 and remove the previously selected configuration options for other



configuration parameters 304 that are incompatible with the configuration option 336. For example,

the filtering criterion may be adjusted while the user interface 300 and/or the control device

configuration application generating the user interface 300 is in an invalid state. The filtering

criterion may be rebuilt based on the decision to retain the incompatible configuration options 336.

[ 7] The compatibility of each previously selected configuration option in the filtering

criterion may be dynamically re-evaluated. For example, as shown in Fig. 3D, the adjustment may

include re-evaluating a previously selected configuration option 350 for configuration parameter 352

and determining that the selected configuration option 350 is an incompatible configuration option

with the retained configuration option 336. The adjustment may include removing the previously

selected configuration option 350 for the configuration parameter 352 from the filtering criterion. A

configuration option 354 for a configuration parameter 356 and a configuration option 358 for a

configuration parameter 360 may be re-evaluated and may be maintained in the filtering criterion as

being compatible with the retained configuration option 336. A user may close the alert 340 by

selecting a close button 344.

[0068] As shown in Fig. 3E, the incompatible configuration option 336 may be retained.

The configuration parameters 304 may be updated to display configuration options that are

compatible with the retained configuration option 336 and configuration options that are

incompatible with the retained configuration option 336. For example, the user may be informed by

the alert 340 that the previously selected configuration option 350 for configuration parameter 352 as

an incompatible configuration option with the retained configuration option 336. The user may

change the previously selected configuration option 350 for configuration parameter 352. In a

pulldown menu 372, the previously selected configuration option 350 may be identified, at 380, as

an incompatible configuration option with the retained configuration option 336. The pulldown

menu 372 may identify compatible and incompatible configuration options with the currently

selected configuration options. Configuration options 374 and 376 may be identified as compatible

configuration options with the retained configuration option 336. The user may replace the

previously selected configuration option 350 with either of the compatible configuration options 374

or 376. A banner 378 may show that additional configuration parameters 304 may need to be



changed. For example, replacing the previously selected configuration option 350 with either

configuration option 374 or configuration option 376 may not switch the user interface 300 /or the

control device configuration application generating the user interface 300 from an invalid state to a

valid state.

[ 0 9] The filtering criterion may be adjusted to include the configuration option 336 when

the alert 340 is closed. The previously selected configuration options for other configuration

parameters 304 that are incompatible with the configuration option 336 may be removed. The

filtering criterion may be rebuilt based on the decision to retain the incompatible configuration

options 336. For example, a user selection of the configuration option 374 or 376 may be included

in the filtering criterion.

[0070] The compatibility of each previously selected configuration option in the filtering

criterion may be dynamically re-evaluated. For example, as shown in Fig. 3D, the adjustment may

include identifying a previously selected configuration option 350 for configuration parameter 352

as an incompatible configuration option with the retained configuration option 336. The adjustment

may include removing the previously selected configuration option 350 for the configuration

parameter 352 from the filtering criterion. For example, a configuration option 354 for a

configuration parameter 356 and a configuration option 358 for a configuration parameter 360 may

be re-evaluated in order to determine whether to maintain the configuration option 354 and the

configuration option 358 in the filtering criterion.

[0071] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating an example method 400 of operating a control

device configuration system, such as the control device configuration system 200 shown in Fig. 2 .

One or more portions of the method 400 may be performed by a network device, such as the network

devices 204a to 204n shown in Fig. 2, and/or an order management device, such as the order

management device 202. One or more portions of the method 400 may be performed by a control

device configuration application being executed on a single device, or distributed across multiple

devices.



[0072] As shown in Fig. 4, the method 400 may start at 402. At 404, control device

configuration information may be stored. The control device configuration information may include

valid device configurations for control devices. The control device configuration information may

identify control device configuration parameters and options corresponding to different control

devices. The control device configuration information may include corresponding price data for

each control device. The control device configuration information, or portions thereof, may be

stored at the order management device and/or the network devices.

[0073] A configuration parameter may be identified at 406. For example, a user may select a

configuration parameter for which a configuration option may be selected. The configuration

parameter may include parameters that may be configured for a control device stored in the control

device configuration information, such as a size of a motorized window treatment, a color of a

covering material for a motorized window treatment, etc. A configuration option may be received

for the identified configuration parameter at 408. The configuration option may be selected by a

user from a list of available configuration options for the identified configuration parameter. The

configuration option may include a defined size of the motorized window treatment, a defined color

of the covering material for the motorized window treatment, etc. The configuration option may be

for the identified configuration parameter of the control device stored in the control device

configuration information.

[0074] At 410, a determination may be made as to whether the received configuration option

is compatible with previously selected filtering criterion. If no filtering criterion were previously

selected, then the received configuration option may be determined to be a compatible configuration

option. The filtering criterion may include previously selected configuration options that are

compatible for one or more control devices stored in the control device configuration information at

404. If the received configuration option for the identified configuration parameter in combination

with previously selected configuration options for other configuration parameters yields at least one

result from the control device configuration information stored at 404, the received configuration

option may be compatible with the previously selected filtering criterion. If the received



configuration option is compatible with the previously selected filtering criterion, the received

configuration option may be added to the filtering criterion at 412.

[0075] If the received configuration option is incompatible with the previously selected

filtering criterion at 412, a determination may be made as to whether to include the received

incompatible configuration option in the filtering criterion at 414. A user may be prompted to select

whether to continue to filter the control device configuration information stored at 404 based on the

received incompatible configuration option. For example, the currently received incompatible

configuration option may be of greater importance to the user for selecting a control device than the

previously selected configuration options, so the user may wish to continue to filter the control

device configuration information stored at 404 based on the received incompatible configuration

option.

[0076] If the received incompatible configuration option is determined at 414 to be included

in the filtering criterion, the filtering criterion may be adjusted at 416 to include the configuration

option. The adjustment at 416 may include identifying one or more of the previously selected

filtering criterion that is incompatible with the received configuration option and removing the

previously selected incompatible filtering criterion. The filtering criterion may be rebuilt at 416

based on the decision to include the received incompatible configuration option at 414. The filtering

criterion may be maintained at 418 based on the decision to not include the received incompatible

configuration option at 414.

[0077] The compatibility of each previously selected configuration option in the filtering

criterion may be evaluated in order to determine whether to maintain the previously selected

configuration option in the filtering criterion. The previously selected configuration option may be

evaluated according to a priority assigned to the configuration parameter for which the previously

selected configuration option exists in the filtering criterion. For example, the configuration

parameter for the configuration option received at 408 may be given higher priority than the other

configuration parameters for which configuration options have been added to the filtering criterion.

The other configuration parameters in the filtering criterion may be further prioritized to determine

whether the configurations options in the filtering criterion are incompatible with the updated



filtering criterion. For example, the size of a motorized window treatment may be given a priority

over a color of a covering material and maintained in the filtering criterion. The priority for each

configuration parameter may be predefined and/or user defined. The priority for each configuration

parameter may be defined by the order in which it was identified by the user. The largest dataset of

compatible configuration options in the filtering criterion that include the received incompatible

configuration option may be identified and maintained. The previously selected incompatible

configuration options may be identified to the user.

[0078] At 420, a control device result set may be updated based on the filtering criterion

defined at 412 and/or 416. The control device result set may be a filtered device result set that

includes the defined configuration parameters within the filtering criterion. The filtering criterion

may be applied to the control device configuration information to identify a set of control devices

that include the defined configuration parameters including the selected configuration options. The

load control device result set may also identify prices and/or a price range of the control devices

within the result set.

[0079] At 422, a determination may be made as to whether to continue to define

configuration parameters. If a determination is made, at 422, to continue to define configuration

parameters, the method 400 may return to 406 to identify additional configuration parameters for

being defined and upon which the filtering criterion may be built. If a determination is made, at 422,

to discontinue defining configuration parameters, the method 400 may proceed to 426 to

communicate the control device result set. The control device result set may be communicated by

being displayed on a network device. The control device result set may be communicated from the

network device to the order management device for processing. The method 400 may end at 426.

[0080] Fig. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an example method 500 of operating a control

device configuration system, such as the control device configuration system 200 shown in Fig. 2 .

One or more portions of the method 500 may be performed by a network device, such as the network

devices 204a to 204n shown in Fig. 2, and/or an order management device, such as the order

management device 202 shown in Fig. 2 . One or more portions of the method 500 may be



performed by a control device configuration application being executed on a single device, or

distributed across multiple devices.

[0081] As shown in Fig. 5, the method 500 may begin at 502. At 504, an indication may be

received of a user selection of a configuration parameter of a control device, such as a motorized

window treatment. Configuration options for the indicated configuration parameter may be

displayed at 506. The configuration options may include compatible and/or incompatible

configuration options based on prior user selections of configuration options for other configuration

parameters for configuring a control device. The configuration options may be displayed at 506 by

identifying the compatible configuration options and/or the incompatible configuration options for

the control device in a filtered result set of control devices.

θθ 2] At 508, an indication of a user selection of a configuration option associated with the

chosen configuration parameter may be received. The control device configuration system may

determine, at 510, whether the selected configuration option is incompatible with previously selected

configuration options for other configuration parameters of the control device. For example, a

selected size of a motorized window treatment may be compared with previously selected color,

fabric type, and other configuration options to determine whether the selected size is compatible

with the previously selected color, fabric type, and other configuration options. If the selected

configuration option is compatible with the previously selected configuration options for other

configuration parameters, the method 500 may display the selected configuration option for the

configuration parameter at 516.

[0083] If the selected configuration option is incompatible with the previously selected

configuration options for other configuration parameters, the method 500 may generate an alert at

512. The alert may indicate that selected configuration options are incompatible. The alert may

identify the previously selected configuration options and/or configuration parameters that are

incompatible with the selected configuration option. A table may be maintained to connect the alert

with a list of the previously selected configuration options and/or configuration parameters that are

incompatible with the selected configuration option. The alert may identify configuration options for

the previously defined configuration parameters and/or configuration options alternative to the



selected configuration option that may be adopted to fix the incompatibility. For example, the alert

may indicate that a previously selected size of a motorized window treatment is incompatible with a

selected fabric type. The alert may indicate that a smaller size of a motorized window treatment may

be compatible with the selected fabric type and should be adopted to fix the incompatibility. The

alert may be provided to help guide the user to compatible configuration options during the selection

of configuration options for control devices.

[0084] At 514, a determination may be made as to whether to replace the incompatible

configuration option for the configuration parameter with a configuration option that is compatible

with the previously selected configuration options for other configuration parameters. If a

determination is made to replace the incompatible configuration option with a configuration option

that is compatible with the previously selected configuration options for other configuration

parameters, the method 500 may proceed to 516. Configuration options may be displayed for the

configuration parameter at 516. For example, when the selected fabric type of the motorized

window treatment is incompatible with the selected size of the motorized window treatment, the user

may close the alert and may select a fabric type that is compatible with the selected size. The control

device configuration information may be filtered based on the selected configuration option. A price

range corresponding to the control devices having the compatible configuration options may be

displayed at 518.

[0085] If the determination is made to retain the incompatible configuration option, the

method 500 may proceed to 520. For example, the user may wish to continue to filter control device

configuration information using the configuration option that is incompatible with the previously

selected configuration options. If the incompatible configuration option is given a higher priority

and the user wishes to continue with the incompatible configuration option, the previously selected

configuration options may be reevaluated for compatibility with the selected, incompatible

configuration option. For example, when the user closes the alert generated at 512 and retains the

incompatible configuration option, the incompatible configuration option may be given a higher

priority, such that the previously selected configuration options that are incompatible with the

retained configuration option may be identified. After a reevaluation of the previously selected



configuration options, the resulting incompatible configuration options may be set to a default value

at 520, which may be a null value or a default option that is compatible with the retained

configuration option.

[0086] At 522, a determination may be made as to whether more parameters are to be

defined, such as by selecting a corresponding configuration option. If additional parameters are to

be defined, the method 500 may return to 504 to receive another indication of a user selection of a

configuration parameter to be defined. If no more parameters are to be defined with corresponding

configuration options, the method 500 may end at 524. For example, the user may select a search

button or provide another indication to perform a filtered search of control devices based on the

defined configuration parameters.

[0087] Configuration models may be implemented by the control device configuration

application to increase the efficiency of searching through the control device configuration

information to identify compatible and incompatible configurations options in the control device

configuration information from the filtering criterion. Searching through the control device

configuration information having a number of different sets of options to compare for a number of

different parameters to identify compatible and incompatible options for a result set may be an

inefficient use of processing resources and power at the device or devices performing such

processing.

[0088] Each type of control device may have a corresponding configuration model that may

be implemented to increase processing efficiency. For example, each roller shade that may be

configurable in the system may have a corresponding configuration model defined therefore. A

configuration model may comprise a set of control device configuration parameters for a given type

of control device (e.g., shade, lighting device, etc.). Fig. 6 illustrates example parameter definitions

of configuration parameters for a roller shade that may be updated according to a configuration

model. As shown in Fig. 6, the configuration parameters may include a size parameter 602 (e.g.,

width and/or height), a mounting parameter 604, a fabric type parameter 606, a control type

parameter 608, an operator type parameter 610, and/or other types of parameters for being defined

for a configurable roller shade. Each configuration model may have a configuration parameter



definition for each configuration parameter that includes a name/identifier 620 of the control device

configuration parameter, a set of available configuration options 622 for the configuration parameter

(e.g., a range of values, a list of options, a list of ranges, etc.), one or more group identifier(s) 624, a

selected option 626 (from the set of options 622) selected by a user for the configuration parameter,

and/or valid configuration options 628.

[0089] The name/identifier 620, the set of options 622, and/or the group identifiers 624 may

be predefined prior to runtime and may be static values during runtime. The control device

configuration application may use the name/identifier 620 of each configuration parameter and the

corresponding set of options 622 to populate the display. For example, as shown in Figs. 3A-3C, the

control device configuration application may use the name/identifier 620 to display the different

configuration parameters 304 and the corresponding set of options 622 to display the configuration

options 310.

[0090] To enable faster processing and display of results in response to user selections, each

configuration parameter may be assigned to one or more configuration parameter groups identified

by group identifiers 624. A configuration parameter group may be a set of two or more

configuration parameters that may impact each other in response to selection of corresponding

configuration options. For example, the compatible configuration options for one parameter in the

configuration parameter group may be affected by the selection of a configuration option

corresponding to another configuration parameter in that group. As shown in Fig. 6, the size

parameter 602 (e.g., height and/or width) and the fabric type parameter 606 may be part of the same

group, as the selected size may impact the types of available fabric for that size, and vice versa. The

operator type 610 may be in the same group as the size 602, as the size of the roller shade may affect

the size of the drive needed to control the roller shade. A given configuration parameter may belong

to multiple groups. Each group may be pre-defined prior to runtime based on the relationship

between each parameter.

[0091] The selected option 626 for the configuration parameter and/or the valid options 628

may be defined during runtime of the control device configuration application from the control

device configuration information. The selected options 626 may define the filtering criteria by



which valid control devices are filtered in the control device configuration information. For

example, as shown in Fig. 3A, the control device configuration application may receive a user

selection of the configuration option 306 and 308. The configuration options 310 for the fabric type

parameter 316 may be dynamically updated to include configuration options that are identified as

being compatible with and/or incompatible with the previously selected configuration options 306,

308. The valid configuration options 628 may be updated in response to the user selections to

identify the configuration options that are part of valid devices having the user selected options. The

compatible configuration options 318 and/or incompatible configuration options 322 may be

determined from the valid options 628 and displayed to the user.

[0092] The valid configuration options 628 may continue to be updated in response to

selected options by a user. After a user selection of a configuration option for a given parameter, the

valid configuration options 628 may be analyzed and/or updated for each parameter in the same

group(s) as the parameter of the selected configuration option. Limiting the processing for

determining the configuration options 628 by group may enable faster processing and use of less

resources (e.g., memory, power, etc.). The valid configuration options 628 may be analyzed for

multiple parameters in parallel to increase efficiency.

[0093] One or more of the configuration parameters may be given priority over the other

configuration parameters, such that they are to be defined prior to defining the configuration options

for other configuration parameters. The priority may be indicated in the priority field 630 in the

configuration model, or in another location accessible by the processing device. The size parameter

602 may be included in each of the configuration parameter groups, or in a majority of the

configuration parameter groups, as the size parameter 602 may have a relationship with each of, or a

majority of, the other configuration parameters. As such, the size parameter 602 may be given

priority over other configuration parameters and may need to be defined prior to the other

configuration parameters. One or more other parameters, such as parameters 604-610, may also, or

alternatively, be given priority. After selection of an option for one or more parameters, such as the

parameter(s) having priority, the other parameters may be set to a default or preselected value and/or

price information may begin being displayed.



[0094] Fig. 7 is a system diagram of an example system 700 for configuring control devices

in response to user selection of configuration options for various parameters. The system 700 may

implement a configuration model for updating and/or displaying configuration options for a filtered

result set of control devices for a control device configuration system, such as the control device

configuration system 200 shown in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 7, a configuration process, or portions

thereof, may be implemented by one or more modules 702-708. The modules 702-708 may be

software processes, hardware devices, or a combination thereof. One or more of the modules 702-

708 may reside at a network device, such as the network devices 204a to 204n shown in Fig. 2,

and/or an order management device, such as the order management device 202 shown in Fig. 2 . One

or more of the modules 702-708 may be implemented as part of a control device configuration

application being executed on a single device, or distributed across multiple devices. Though certain

functionality may be described herein as being performed by one or more modules 702-708, similar

functionality may be performed on other modules.

[ 95] The system 700 may include a graphical user interface (GUI) module 702, a

configuration module 704, a restriction module 706, and/or an evaluator module 708. The

configuration module 704 may store and maintain a configuration model for enabling faster

processing of the control device configuration information and display of results in response to user

selections of control device options for defining control device parameters. Each configuration

model may have a configuration parameter definition for each configuration parameter that includes

a name/identifier of the control device configuration parameter, a set of available options for the

configuration parameter (e.g., a range of values, a list of options, a list of ranges, etc.), one or more

group identifier(s), a selected option (from the set of options) selected by a user for the configuration

parameter, valid configuration options, and/or priority information. The GUI module 702 may

receive information in the configuration model for a given control device (e.g., shade type, lighting

control device type, etc.) from the configuration module at 712. The GUI module 702 may use the

information from the configuration model to display a user interface to the user at 714. The user

interface may include the configuration options identified for each parameter in the configuration

model. As a user makes one or more selections in the user interface (e.g., selections of configuration

options for one or more configuration parameters, the selection of a maximum price, etc.) the GUI



module 702 may update the configuration module 704 with the user selections by passing these

selections to the configuration module 704.

[0096] The configuration module 704 may receive the user selections, at 716. The

configuration module 704 may provide the user selections and the group identifiers of the

configuration parameter groups corresponding to the user selections to the restriction module 706, at

718. The restriction module 706 and/or the evaluator module 708 may operate based on individual

group identifiers of configuration parameter groups. Hence, the configuration module 704 may be

viewed as calling the restriction module 706 on a per group basis. If a given configuration parameter

fails to have a defined group in the configuration model, the configuration module 704 may provide

a null value at 718, or fail to provide a group identifier to the restriction module 706. If a group fails

to have any defined options by a user, the group may not be evaluated.

[0097] The restriction module 706 may determine, at 720, whether to apply certain

constraints to a given configuration parameter group based on the user selections. For example, the

restriction module 706 may apply a set of constraints on the user selections prior to applying the

selections as filtering criteria on the control device configuration information. The constraints may

be applied to ensure that the user has made appropriate selections for performing the filtering being

requested. The restriction module 706 may identify the configuration parameter group of the

parameter for which the user has made a selection and determine that the appropriate selections have

been made for each of the parameters in the group to enable the filtering being requested. For

example, if the restriction module 706 receives a selection of a configuration option for the coupler

type parameter, which is in a configuration parameter group with the size parameter, but the user has

failed to define a value for the size parameter, the constraints may fail to be applied to the

configuration parameter group. This constraint may be applied as a determination may be unable to

be made as to whether a coupler is even to be implemented in the configuration without the size

parameter being defined. A coupler may be implemented in the configuration of a roller shade when

the width of the roller shade is greater than a predefined measurement (e.g., one panel of a roller

shade).



[0098] If the restriction module 706 determines that the filtering criteria may be applied to

the control configuration information of the configuration parameter group based on the user

selections, the restriction module 706 may call the evaluator module 708 at 722. If not, the

restriction module 706 may return an error message to the configuration module 704, which may be

displayed via the GUI module 702. The error message may identify the selections to be made by the

user to perform the requested filtering.

[0099] After the appropriate selections are made by the user, the restriction module 706 may

request the valid configuration options for each configuration parameter in the configuration

parameter group at 722. The request, at 722, may provide the evaluator module 708 with the group

identifier of the group of parameters associated with a user selection and the user selections. The

evaluator module 708 may, for one or more configuration parameters in the group, apply the selected

option(s) as filtering criteria to determine the valid configuration options (if any) of the set of

available options for the configuration parameter(s) at 730. The evaluator module 708 may apply

one or more rules that are specific to the group(s) of configuration parameters being defined by the

selected configuration options.

[00100] Based on the rule(s) and the option(s) selected by the user for each configuration

parameter in the configuration parameter group, the evaluator module 708 may (for one or more

configuration parameters in the group) apply the selected options as filtering criteria on the control

device configuration information to determine which option(s) (if any) of the set of available options

for the configuration parameter are valid at 730. The evaluator module 708 may populate the valid

options field of the definition of the configuration parameters in the configuration model. For

example, referring to Fig. 6, the evaluator module 708 may populate the valid configuration options

628 for the configuration parameters that are a part of the configuration parameter group being

evaluated. The valid configuration options may correspond to valid control devices that may be

configured based on the user selections. Different groups may be evaluated in parallel at the

evaluator module 708 to increase efficiency. For example, a different evaluator module may be

implemented for evaluating each configuration parameter group to increase efficiency.



[00101] Referring back to Fig. 7, the system 700 may provide the user with a price or price

range of control devices having the selected configuration based on the user's current selections.

Price information may be updated by the evaluator module 708 at 730. The price information for

devices in the configuration parameter group may be a part of the rules that are applied during the

filtering performed by the evaluator module 708. The price information for each control device

having options not within the valid options that are determined at 730 may be filtered. The resulting

price or price range may be provided with the valid configuration options to the restriction module

706, at 732. The restriction module 706 may pass the valid configuration options/price information

for each configuration parameter in the configuration parameter group back to the configuration

module 704 at 734.

[00102] The configuration module 704 may update the configuration model at 736. The

configuration module 704 may update the configuration model by combining the results from each

configuration parameter group, which now includes an indication of the valid options for each

configuration parameter. The configuration module 704 may use the price information from each

configuration parameter group to provide a price/price range. The configuration module 704 may

receive the results from multiple evaluator modules, which may each process the results for a

configuration parameter group based on a selection, and aggregate the results from the evaluator

modules. If the configuration module 704 has received a maximum price limitation, the

configuration module 704 may further update the configuration model by filtering out the control

devices and/or control device configuration options that would cause the price or price range to

exceed the maximum price limitation.

[00103] Once a user has defined a set of options, the configuration module 706 will update the

configuration model with the valid options for the parameters. When priority is implemented for one

or more parameters, after the user has defined the set of options for the parameters having priority,

the other parameters (e.g., the "additional parameters") may be automatically selected. For each

additional parameter, the configuration module may look at the valid options and select one (e.g., the

cheapest option or the most popular option).



[00104] The GUI module 704 may use the information from the updated configuration model

to show the compatible/incompatible configuration options for each parameter. The compatible

configuration options may be the valid options for a given configuration parameter. The other

configuration options may be incompatible options based on previous user selections. The GUI

module 704 may use the information from the updated configuration model to produce warnings,

such as when a selected option for a given configuration parameter is an invalid or incompatible

option.

[00105] As the GUI module 704 may display a user interface that identifies the compatible

and incompatible options for a given configuration parameter, the user may select a configuration

option that is incompatible with previously selected configuration options. If the user selects an

incompatible configuration option, the user interface and/or the control device configuration

application being executed by the system 700 may be operated in an invalid state. The GUI module

702 may identify the selection of an incompatible configuration option on the user interface and

provide the user with an option to cancel the selection and make another selection or proceed with

the selection of the incompatible configuration option. The incompatible configuration option may

be provided as an invalid option to the configuration module 704 at 716.

[00106] The configuration module 704 may identify the selection of the invalid configuration

option and maintain the current state of the valid configuration model as a separate version of the

configuration model, which may be referred to as ConfigurationModelvl. The system 700 may

proceed from 718-736 with the invalid configuration option being treated as a single configuration

option defined by the user via the user interface. The system 700 may analyze the selected invalid

configuration option as described herein to produce a separate configuration model. The

configuration model produced in response to the previously selected invalid configuration option

may be referred to as ConfigurationModelv2. ConfigurationModelv2 may include the valid

configuration options for each of the other configuration parameters. The configuration module 704

may compare the selected options from ConfigurationModelvl and the valid configuration options

from ConfigurationModelv2 to determine which of the selection options from

ConfigurationModelvl may be removed/changed to allow selection of the invalid configuration



option. The selected options to be removed/changed may be provided to the GUI module 702 in the

updated configuration model info at 738. The GUI module 702 may display the selected options to

be removed/changed at 740. If the user chooses to proceed with the previously incompatible

configuration option, the previously selected options to be removed/changed may be set to a null

value. The price information may be updated in the display to reflect the price of the control devices

having the currently selected options.

[00 7] The user may continue to make selections to narrow the valid control devices that

meet the filtering criteria. Upon user selection, the GUI module 702 may display a list of the valid

control devices that meet the filtering criteria selected by the user. The list of valid devices may be

determined from the updated configuration model information provided by the configuration module

704. The user may select a control device for being ordered, configured, and/or implemented in a

load control system. For example, the user may select a roller shade having the defined

configuration parameters selected by the user.

[00108] After selecting a control device for being ordered, configured, and implemented, the

user may define the configuration parameters for another control device. After the user has

configured multiple control devices, the configuration module may perform a specification check

across the selected control devices. The specification check may be performed to ensure that each of

the selected control devices operate together. The specification check may be performed to ensure

that each of the selected options for the control devices were intended by the user. For example, the

specification check may be performed to identify to a user that the fabric type for two roller shades

are different (e.g., different color, pattern, openness of fabric, etc.). The specification check may be

performed to identify and/or remind a user of additional supplies that enable proper functioning of

selected devices. For example, the specification check may be performed and a notification may be

provided to the user of the number of power supplies needed for the number of roller shades

selected. The specification check may also, or alternatively, be performed to check whether a user

has enough of the correct dual shade brackets, enough main repeaters, enough of the correct

interface modules, enough panel enclosure, or other additional supplies that may be implemented

based on the selected control devices.



[00109] The system 700 and/or the configuration models may be implemented to provide a

user in real time with an indication of whether a user has made a selection to build a valid control

device, such as a motorized window shade or a lighting control device. As many control devices,

such as a motorized window shade or a lighting control device, comprises many different

configuration options for many configuration parameters to be defined, allowing a user to be notified

in real time of an invalid selection prevents the inefficient use of resources (e.g., memory, processing

power, etc.). As the price or price ranges of the control device may be updated as the device is being

defined, the user may be on notice of the cost of selections being made in real time.

[00110] After selecting the control devices and/or additional supplies, the selected control

devices may be ordered, configured, and/or installed in the load control system. The control devices

may be implemented in the load control system as described herein. For example, a motorized

window treatment or a lighting control device that is configured as described herein may be installed

in a load control system, such as the load control system 100 shown in Fig. 1, and controlled as

described herein.

[00111] Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing device 800, such as the

network device 166, the remote computing device 168, one or more network devices 204a-204n,

and/or the order management device 202, for example. The computing device 800 may be a

personal computer, a laptop, a tablet, a smart phone, and/or other suitable network communication

device (e.g., an Internet-Protocol-enabled device), for example. The computing device 800 may be

used to control and/or configure control of one or more load control devices, such as a motorized

window treatment for example. The computing device 800 may comprise a control circuit 802,

which may include one or more of a processor (e.g., a microprocessor), a microcontroller, a

programmable logic device (PLD), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), an application specific

integrated circuit (ASIC), or any suitable processing device. The control circuit 802 may perform

signal coding, data processing, power control, image processing, input/output processing, and/or any

other functionality that enables the computing device 800 to perform as described herein.

[00112] The control circuit 802 may store information in and/or retrieve information from the

memory 808. The memory 808 may include a non-removable memory and/or a removable memory



for storing computer-readable media. The non-removable memory may include random-access

memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), a hard disk, and/or any other type of non-removable

memory storage. The removable memory may include a subscriber identity module (SIM) card, a

memory stick, a memory card (e.g., a digital camera memory card), and/or any other type of

removable memory. The control circuit 802 may access the memory 808 for executable instructions

and/or other information that may be used by the computing device 800. For example, the control

circuit may access the memory 808 for executable instructions for executing the control device

configuration application, or portions thereof. The control circuit 802 may store the unique

identifiers (e.g., serial numbers) of the control devices to which the computing device 800 may be

associated in the memory 808. The control circuit 802 may store in the memory 808 the control

configuration information, filtering criteria, rules for filtering devices from the control configuration

information, and/or other information that may be described for performing the embodiments

described herein. The control circuit 802 may access instructions in the memory 808 for controlling

and/or configuring control of one or more load control devices.

[00113] The computing device 800 may comprise a network communication circuit 804,

which may be adapted to perform wired and/or wireless communications (e.g., with the system

controller device 110 or another device over a network) on behalf of the computing device 800. The

network communication circuit 804 may be a wireless communication circuit, for example,

including an R transceiver coupled to an antenna 812 for transmitting and/or receiving RF signals

(e.g., the RF signals 106 shown in Fig. 1). The network communication circuit 804 may

communicate using Wi-Fi, a proprietary protocol (e.g., the ClearConnect® protocol), Bluetooth®, or

any other RF communications. The control circuit 802 may be coupled to the network

communication circuit 804 for transmitting and/or receiving digital messages via RF signals.

[00114] The computing device 800 may comprise an actuator 806. The control circuit 802

may be responsive to the actuator 806 for receiving a user input. For example, the control circuit

802 may be operable to receive a button press from a user on the computing device 800 for making a

selection or performing other functionality on the computing device 800.



[00115] The computing device 800 may comprise a display 810. The control circuit 802 may

be in communication with a display 810 for displaying information to a user. The communication

between the display 810 and the control circuit 802 may be a two way communication, as the display

810 may include a touch screen module capable of receiving information from a user and providing

such information to the control circuit 802.

[00116] The computing device 800 may comprise a power supply 814 for generating a DC

supply voltage Vcc for powering the control circuit 802, the network communication circuit 804, the

memory 808, the display 810, and/or other circuitry of the computing device 800. The power supply

814 may be a battery or another source of power for the computing device 800.

[00117] Fig. 9 is a simplified block diagram of an example system controller device 900,

which may be deployed as, for example, the system controller device 110 of the load control system

100 shown in Fig. 1 . The system controller device 900 may comprise a control circuit 910, which

may include one or more of a processor (e.g., a microprocessor), a microcontroller, a programmable

logic device (PLD), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), an application specific integrated

circuit (ASIC), or any suitable processing device. The control circuit 910 may perform signal

coding, data processing, power control, input/output processing, and/or any other functionality that

enables the system controller device 900 to perform as described herein. The system controller

device 900 may comprise a network communication circuit 912 that may be coupled to a network

connector 914 (e.g., an Ethernet jack), which may be adapted to be connected to a wired digital

communication link (e.g., an Ethernet communication link) for allowing the control circuit 910 to

communicate with network devices on a network. The network communication circuit 912 may be

configured to be wirelessly connected to the network, e.g., using Wi-Fi technology to transmit and/or

receive RF signals (e.g., the RF signals 106 shown in Fig. 1).

[00118] The system controller device 900 may comprise a wireless communication circuit

916, for example, including an RF transceiver coupled to an antenna for transmitting and/or

receiving RF signals (e.g., the RF signals 106 shown in Fig. 1). The wireless communication circuit

916 may communicate using a proprietary protocol (e.g., the ClearConnect® protocol). The control

circuit 910 may be coupled to the wireless communication circuit 916 for transmitting digital



messages via the RF signals 106, for example, to control the load control devices in the load control

system 100 in response to digital messages received via the network communication circuit 912.

The control circuit 910 may be configured to receive digital messages, for example, from the load

control devices and/or the input devices.

[00119] The control circuit 910 may be responsive to an actuator 920 for receiving a user

input. For example, the control circuit 910 may be operable to associate the system controller device

900 with one or more control devices of the load control system 100 in response to actuations of the

actuator 920 during a configuration procedure of the load control system 100. The system controller

device 900 may comprise additional actuators to which the control circuit 910 may be responsive.

[00120] The control circuit 910 may store information in and/or retrieve information from the

memory 918. The memory 918 may include a non-removable memory and/or a removable memory

for storing computer-readable media. The non-removable memory may include random-access

memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), a hard disk, and/or any other type of non-removable

memory storage. The removable memory may include a subscriber identity module (SIM) card, a

memory stick, a memory card (e.g., a digital camera memory card), and/or any other type of

removable memory. The control circuit 910 may access the memory 918 for executable instructions

and/or other information that may be used by the system controller device 900. The control circuit

910 may store the unique identifiers (e.g., serial numbers) of the control devices to which the system

controller device 900 is associated in the memory 918.

[00121] The control circuit 910 may illuminate a visual indicator 922 to provide feedback to a

user of the load control system 100. For example, the control circuit 910 may blink or strobe the

visual indicator 922 to indicate a fault condition. The control circuit 910 may be operable to

illuminate the visual indicator 922 different colors to indicator different conditions or states of the

system controller device 900. The visual indicator 922 may be illuminated by, for example, one or

more light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The system controller device 900 may comprise more than one

visual indicator.



[00122] The system controller device 900 may comprise a power supply 924 for generating a

DC supply voltage Vcc for powering the control circuit 910, the network communication circuit 912,

the wireless communication circuit 916, the memory 918, and/or other circuitry of the system

controller device 900. The power supply 924 may be coupled to a power supply connector 926 (e.g.,

a USB port) for receiving a supply voltage (e.g., a DC voltage) and/or for drawing current from an

external power source.

[00123] Fig. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example control -target device, e.g., a load

control device 1000, as described herein. The load control device 1000 may be a dimmer switch, an

electronic switch, an electronic ballast for lamps, an LED driver for LED light sources, an AC plug-

in load control device, a temperature control device (e.g., a thermostat), a motor drive unit for a

motorized window treatment, or other load control device. The load control device 1000 may

include a communications circuit 1002. The communications circuit 1002 may include a receiver,

an R transceiver, or other communications module capable of performing wired and/or wireless

communications via communications link 1010. The communications circuit 1002 may be in

communication with control circuit 1004. The control circuit 1004 may include one or more general

purpose processors, special purpose processors, conventional processors, digital signal processors

(DSPs), microprocessors, integrated circuits, a programmable logic device (PLD), application

specific integrated circuits (ASICs), or the like. The control circuit 1004 may perform signal coding,

data processing, power control, input/output processing, or any other functionality that enables the

load control device 1000 to perform as described herein.

[00124] The control circuit 1004 may store information in and/or retrieve information from

the memory 1006. For example, the memory 1006 may maintain a registry of associated control

devices and/or control configuration instructions. The memory 1006 may include a non-removable

memory and/or a removable memory. The load control circuit 1008 may receive instructions from

the control circuit 1004 and may control the electrical load 1016 using the received instructions. The

load control circuit 1008 may send status feedback to the control circuit 1004 regarding the status of

the electrical load 1016. The load control circuit 1008 may receive power via the hot connection



1012 and the neutral connection 1014 and may provide an amount of power to the electrical load

1016. The electrical load 1016 may include any type of electrical load.

[00125] The control circuit 1004 may be in communication with an actuator 1018 (e.g., one or

more buttons) that may be actuated by a user to communicate user selections to the control circuit

1004. For example, the actuator 1018 may be actuated to put the control circuit 1004 in an

association mode and/or communicate association messages from the load control device 1000.

[00126] Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating an example control -source device 1100 as

described herein. The control-source device 1100 may be a remote control device, an occupancy

sensor, a daylight sensor, a window sensor, a temperature sensor, and/or the like. The control-source

device 1100 may include a control circuit 1102 for controlling the functionality of the control-source

device 1100. The control circuit 1102 may include one or more general purpose processors, special

purpose processors, conventional processors, digital signal processors (DSPs), microprocessors,

integrated circuits, a programmable logic device (PLD), application specific integrated circuits

(ASICs), or the like. The control circuit 1102 may perform signal coding, data processing, power

control, input/output processing, or any other functionality that enables the control -source device

1100 to perform as described herein. The control circuit 1102 may store information in and/or

retrieve information from the memory 1104. The memory 1104 may include a non-removable

memory and/or a removable memory, as described herein.

[00127] The control-source device 1100 may include a communications circuit 1108 for

transmitting and/or receiving information. The communications circuit 1108 may transmit and/or

receive information via wired and/or wireless communications. The communications circuit 1108

may include a transmitter, an RF transceiver, or other circuit capable of performing wired and/or

wireless communications. The communications circuit 1108 may be in communication with control

circuit 1102 for transmitting and/or receiving information.

[00128] The control circuit 1102 may also be in communication with an input circuit 1106.

The input circuit 1106 may include an actuator (e.g., one or more buttons) or a sensor circuit (e.g., an

occupancy sensor circuit, a daylight sensor circuit, or a temperature sensor circuit) for receiving



input that may be sent to a device for controlling an electrical load. For example, the control-source

device may receive input from the input circuit 1106 to put the control circuit 1102 in an association

mode and/or communicate association messages from the control-source device. The control circuit

1102 may receive information from the input circuit 1106 (e.g. an indication that a button has been

actuated or sensed information). Each of the modules within the network device 1100 may be

powered by a power source 1110.

[00129] Although features and elements have been described in a particular order or relation

to particular embodiments, many other variations, modifications, and other uses are apparent from

the description provided herein. For example, while various types of hardware and/or software may

be described for performing various features, other hardware and/or software modules may be

implemented. The methods described herein may be implemented in a computer program, software,

or firmware incorporated in a computer-readable medium for execution by a computer or processor.

Examples of computer-readable media include electronic signals (transmitted over wired or wireless

connections) and computer-readable storage media. Examples of computer-readable storage media

include, but are not limited to, a read only memory (ROM), a random access memory (RAM),

removable disks, and optical media such as CD-ROM disks, and digital versatile disks (DVDs). The

disclosure herein may not be limited by the examples provided.



What is claimed is:

1 . An order management device comprising:

a communication circuit; and

a control circuit configured to:

cause a network device to display a plurality of configuration parameters, wherein

the plurality of the configuration parameters are each associated with a plurality of

configuration options for configuring control devices;

receive, from the network device via the communication circuit, an indication of a

selection of a first configuration parameter associated with a control device;

determine configuration options for the first configuration parameter of the

control device, wherein the determination of the configuration options indicates

compatible configuration options based on a previously selected configuration option for

a second configuration parameter of the control device, and wherein the determination of

the configuration options indicates incompatible configuration options based on the

previously selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter of the

control device;

based on the determination, cause the network device to display the compatible

configuration options and the incompatible configuration options;

receive, from the network device via the communication circuit, an indication of a

selection of an incompatible configuration option of the first configuration parameter,

based on the selection of the incompatible configuration option of the first

configuration parameter:

generate a result set that identifies control devices that meet selected

incompatible configuration option of the first configuration parameter;

determine from the result set that the selected incompatible configuration

option of the first configuration parameter is not compatible with at least the

selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter; and

cause the network device to display an alert message that indicates that the

selected incompatible configuration option of the first configuration parameter is

not compatible with the selected configuration option for the second configuration



parameter.

2 . The order management device of claim 1, wherein the control circuit is configured to:

dynamically update the compatible configuration options and the incompatible

configuration options for the first configuration parameter upon receiving from the network

device a selection of a configuration option for the second configuration parameter, and

cause the network device to display the updated compatible and incompatible

configuration options.

3 . The order management device of claim 1, wherein the alert comprises an error message.

4 . The order management device of claim 1, wiierein the alert comprises an option to

proceed with the selection of the incompatible configuration option of the first configuration

parameter.

5 . 'Hie order management device of claim 4, wherein the control circuit is configured to

update the previously selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter of the

control device upon selection of the incompatible configurati on option of the first configuration

parameter.

6 . The order management device of claim 5, wiierein the control circuit is configured to

update the previously selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter of the

control device with a default option.

7 . 'Hie order management device of claim 1, wherein the alert further comprises potential

adjustments to the second configuration parameter.

8 . The order management device of claim 1, wherein based on the previously selected

configuration option for the second configuration parameter the control circuit is configured to:

generate a second result set that identifies control devices that meet the previously

selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter;



determine a price range for the control devices in the second result set: and

cause the neiwork device to display the price range.

9 . The order management device of claim 8, wherein the control circuit is configured to:

receive, from the network device via the communication circuit, a selection of another

configuration option for the second configuration parameter that is different from previously

selected configuration option;

update the price range based on the selected another configuration option, and

display, at the network device, the updated price range.

10. The order management device of claim 1, wherein the control circuit is configured to:

generate an indication to distinguish the incompatible configuration options from the

compatible configuration options; and

cause the network device to display the indication.

11. The order management device of claim 10, wherein the indication moves within a confine

of a display of the configuration options.

12. A method comprising:

causing a network device to display a plurality of configuration parameters, wherein the

plurality of the configuration parameters are each associated with a plurality of configuration

options for configuring control devices;

receiving, from a network device, an indication of a selection of a first configuration

parameter associated with a control device;

determining configuration options for the first configuration parameter of the control

device, wherein the determination of the configuration options indicates compatible

configuration options based on a previously selected configuration option for a second

configuration parameter of the control device, and wherein the determination of the

configuration options indicates incompatible configuration options based on the previously

selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter of the control device;

based on the determination, causing the network device to display the compatible



configuration options and the incompatible configuration options:

receiving, from the network device, an indication of a selection of an incompatible

configuration option of the first configuration parameter;

based on the selection of the incompatible configuration option of the first configuration

parameter:

generating a result set that identifies control devices that meet selected

incompatible configuration option of the first configuration parameter;

detem iining from the result set that the selected incompatible configuration option

of the first configuration parameter is not compatible with at least the selected

configuration option for the second configuration parameter: and

causing the network device to display an alert message that indicates that the

selected incompatible configuration option of the first configuration parameter is not

compatible with the selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

dynamically updating the compatible configuration options and the incompatible

configuration options for the first configuration parameter upon receiving from the network

device a selection of a configuration option for the second configuration parameter; and

causing the network device to display the updated compatible and incompatible

configuration options.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein the alert comprises an error message.

15 . The method of claim 12, wherein the alert comprises an option to proceed with the

selection of the incompatible configuration option of the first configuration parameter.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

updating the previously selected configuration option for the second configuration

parameter of the control device upon selection of the incompatible configurati on option of the

first configuration parameter.



17. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

updating the previously selected configuration option for the second configuration

parameter of the control device with a default option.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein the alert further comprises potential adjustments to the

second configuration parameter.

19. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

generating, based on the previously selected configuration option for the second

configuration parameter, a second result set that identifies control devices that meet the

previously selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter;

determining, based on the previously selected configuration option for the second

configuration parameter, a price range for the control devices in the second result set, and

causing the network device to display the price range.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising:

receiving, from the network device, a selection of another configuration option for the

second configuration parameter that is different from previously selected configuration option;

updating the price range based on the selected another configuration option; and

displaying, at the network device, the updated price range.

2 1. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

generating an indication to distinguish the incompatible configuration options from the

compatible configuration options, and

causing the network device to display the indication.

22. The method of claim 2 1, wherein the indication moves within a confine of a display of

the configuration options.

23. A method for configuring control devices comprising:

storing configuration information associated with filtering criterion for control devices,



wherein the configuration information comprises a plurality of configuration parameters,

wherein the plurality of the configuration parameters are each associated with a plurality of

configuration options for configuring the control devices;

receiving an indication of a selection of a first configuration parameter associated with a

control device:

determining configuration options for the first configuration parameter of the control

device wherein the determination of the configuration options indicates compatible

configuration options based on a previously selected configuration option for a second

configuration parameter of the control device, and wherein the determination of the

configuration options indicates incompatible configuration options based on the previously

selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter of the control device;

receiving an indication of a selection of an incompatible configuration option of the first

configuration parameter;

adjusting the filtering criterion based on the selection of the incompatible configuration

option of the first configuration parameter;

filtering the configuration information according to the filtering criterion to generate a

result set that identifies control devices that meet the filtering criterion; and

displaying the result set.

24. A network device comprising:

a control circuit configured to:

store control device configuration information associated with filtering criterion,

wherein the control device configuration information comprises a plurality of

configuration parameters, wherein the plurality of the configuration parameters are each

associated with a plurality of configuration options for configuring control devices;

receive an indication of a selection of a first configuration parameter associated

with a control device;

determine configuration options for the first configuration parameter of the

control device, wherein the determination of the configuration options indicates

compatible configuration options based on a previously selected configuration option for

a second configuration parameter of the control device, and wherein the determination of



the configuration options indicates incompatible configuration options based on the

previously selected configuration option for the second configuration parameter of the

control device;

receive an indication of a selection of an incompatible configuration option of the

first configuration parameter:

adjust the filtering criterion based on the selection of the incompatible

configuration option of the first configuration parameter;

filter the control device configuration information according to the filtering

criterion to generate a result set that identifies control devices that meet the filtering

criterion; and

display the result set.

25 The network device of claim 24, wherein the control circuit is configured to enter a valid

state in response to the selection of a compatible configuration option of the first configuration

parameter.

26 The network device of claim 24, wherein the control circuit is configured to enter an

invalid state in response to the selection of an incompatible configuration option of the first

configuration parameter.

27 The network device of claim 26, wherein the control circuit is configured to remove a

display of a . price range when the control circuit enters the invalid state.
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